THE MASTER AND CHAITANYAISM
Victory to Thee."  Perhaps for him 'the wave of
phantom time withdrew' and 'that one drop of beauty
left behind from all the flowing of that tide' was felt
by him to be still there, 'looking with the self-same eyes'.
Without the singular grace of Sree Radha, no devotee
can ever feel like that. When 'the rain poured down
from one black cloud', Sree Radha saw Her Lover
soaking the terraqueous globe with the refreshing showers
of His nectarean Lila. As Vijaykrishna meditated on this ,
as also on Her pining visions and heart-breaking sorrows |
during the absence of Krishna, that inexhaustible stream !
of eternal servitude and love which is Sree Radha, seemed |
to carry him gaily along, and he lost himself. That is ^
why the Vaishnava apologist calls this Lila eternal. The
Bhakta of Vijaykrishna's stamp, for whom the Aprakrita
Brindaban lives, can feel, in his strange meeting of dream
and wakefulness, how intense was Sree Radha's Viraha,
out of what throe of the heart came those wringing sobs,
how after the clouds and the dark night the bewitching
moon-light streamed in, and there was the Rasa-d.Q.nce.
/    Vijaykrishna realized that the trees and creepers of
Brindaban were not what they were to the eyes^Tthe
mortals ; thgy^J^g^ereally saints, and it was 'love
shackled with vain-loving' that had led them to take
their births as flowering shrubs to adorn the neck of
Krishna and kiss the dust of His feet. Although we often
Hear that there is no logic in the affairs of the heart, yet
Pascal truly observes, the heart has reasons which reason
does not know. It would seem a sacrilege to the devotee
that proceeds through faith to allow reason to tear asunder
the preternatural mist that enshrouds Brindaban-lila,
and yet Brindaban is not a vast Pan, but everything here
is in its place like things in the planned cities of the
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